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Abstract
We have implemented the Bernoulli generic programming
system for sparse matrix computations. What distinguishes
it from existing generic sparse matrix libraries is that we use
(i) a high-level matrix abstraction for writing generic matrix
programs, (ii) a low-level matrix abstraction for describing
the indexing structure and properties of sparse matrices for-
mats, and (iii) restructuring compiler technology to trans-
form the high-level generic programs into concrete imple-
mentations that efficiently access sparse matrices using the
low-level abstraction.
This paper describes the Bernoulli Generic Matrix Li-
brary (BGML). The BGML is the C++ implementation of
these high-level and low-level abstractions. Within our sys-
tem, it serves as the “glue” between user’s sparse matrix for-
mat implementations and the restructuring sparse compiler.
In this paper, we present the interfaces of the BGML and
give examples of their use. Because of its role, it is criti-
cal that the BGML not impose much of an overhead on the
compiler generated code. We discuss the implementation
techniques that we had to use to get the most performance
from the BGML. We also discuss the difficulties that we en-
countered in using available C++ compilers on the BGML.
1 Introduction
Generic programming is a methodology for simplifying the
development of libraries in which a set of algorithms have to
be implemented for many data structures. Code explosion is
avoided by mandating a common API which is (i) supported
by all data structures, and (ii) used to express algorithms in a
generic data-structure neutral fashion. For example, the C++
Standard Template Library (STL) [2] uses the API of one-
dimensional sequences as the interface between data struc-
tures such as arrays and lists, and algorithms such as search-
ing and sorting. The type systems of modern languages per-
mit the data structure implementations and generic programs
to be type-checked and compiled separately; a concrete im-
plementation is produced by linking a generic program with
a particular data structure implementation.
There is however a tension in the design of generic pro-
gramming API’s that becomes evident in some problem do-
mains such as sparse matrix computations. For dense ma-
trices, highly efficient implementations of the Basic Lin-
ear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) [9] are usually provided
by hardware vendors. For sparse matrices, the problem of
developing BLAS libraries is complicated by the fact that
some forty or fifty compressed formats are used to avoid
storing zeros. Many attempts at writing sparse BLAS li-
braries have been confounded by the code explosion prob-
lem [8, 20]. Although it appears that generic programming is
the solution to this problem, it is not clear that an appropriate
API can be designed for sparse matrix libraries. As we ex-
plain in [16], a high-level API that allows the programmer to
express generic matrix algorithms in a natural array notation
hides details of sparse matrix formats from the compiler, so
performance may suffer. On the other hand, a low-level API
that exposes the details of compressed formats is not suitable
for writing generic programs. This problem is likely to occur
in other problem domains in which data structure properties
must be exploited for high performance.
In our generic programming system [16], we solve this
problem by separating the API used for writing generic pro-
grams from the API used to describe data structures. In our
system, generic programs are dense matrix programs; i.e.
the generic program writer views sparse matrices as random-
access data structures. A low-level API describes sparse ma-
trices as indexed-sequential-access data structures. We use
restructuring compiler technology to transform abstract pro-
grams written in terms of the high-level API into efficient
programs which use the low-level API. In other words, our
restructuring compiler “instantiates” the generic programs
into efficient sparse matrix programs.
To get efficient sparse matrix code, we addressed three
problems. First, we designed an appropriate low-level API
for sparse matrix formats [16]. Second, we developed the re-
structuring compiler technology necessary to instantiate the
generic (dense matrix) programs into efficient sparse matrix
programs [1, 13, 24]. Finally, we needed to implement these
ideas efficiently in an existing language. We chose to use
C++ as it has language features (namely, templates and in-
heritance) that allow us to express our API and programs
concisely. We call our implementation the Bernoulli Generic
Matrix Library (BGML). The BGML is the focus of this pa-
per. It serves two purposes:
1. The BGML provides a set of interface classes for de-
scribing sparse matrix formats to the compiler.
2. The BGML provides methods for array access notation
used by the high-level API. That allows generic pro-
grams to be compiled directly by a standard C++ com-
piler and executed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we discuss our motivation for developing the BGML.
In Section 3 we briefly describe the abstract index structure
of sparse matrices used by our compiler. In Section 4 we
show the C++ implementation of that index structure. We
discuss our experience with C++ template instantiation and
compilation in Section 5, and conclude with related work
review in Section 6.
2 Motivation for the BGML
In this section, we present a high-level picture of our generic
programming system and the motivation and design require-
ments for the BGML.
The previous implementation The previous imple-
mentation of our generic programming system described
in [24] had several defects which made it difficult to use.
First, the user had to write their generic matrix programs in
BML, a language of our own design that was similar in spirit
to F77. Not only did this require the user to learn BML, but
they also had to worry about inter-language linking issues.
Another defect was that in order to implement a new sparse
matrix format, the user had to write a module for our restruc-
turing compiler that implemented the format, and to link it
into the compiler. This required that the user master many
interfaces and implementation details of our compiler.
In addition to not being very user-friendly, our system
was very large. This was primarily because our restructur-
ing compiler was responsible for performing method inlin-
ing and subsequent optimizations. Since the sparse matrix
formats “resided” in compiler modules, these were respon-
sibilities that the compiler had to shoulder and could not rely
on a backend compiler for.
Another problem with having the spare matrix formats
available only as compiler modules is that the generic pro-
grams could not be executed directly without first being run
through the compiler. This was because the details of the
formats were only present during compile-time. Thus, the
generic programs did not have semantics per se.
#pragma instantiate with Bernoulli
template <class T, class BASE>
void mvm(T A, BASE x[], BASE y[])
{
for (int i=0; i<A.rows(); i++) {
y[i] = 0;
for (int j=0; j<A.columns(); j++)
y[i] += A(i,j) * x[j];
}
}
// Will be instantiated with the Bernoulli compiler.
template void mvm(csr_matrix<double> A,
double x[], double y[]);
Figure 1: Generic MVM with Instantiation
The new implementation In redesigning our system,
we set the following goals.
  Our sparse compiler should work as a single tool within
a suite of tools of a larger generic programming system.
In particular, our sparse compiler should work cooper-
atively with an underlying C++ compiler. Our sparse
compiler should handle the sparse matrix computations,
and leave the other generic programming problems to
the C++ compiler.
  The end-user of our system should be presented with a
simple mechanism with which to use our sparse com-
piler. This means that the user should be able to im-
plement sparse matrix formats and generic algorithms
directly in C++.
  Our sparse compiler should knit implementations for
sparse matrix computations that are as efficient, and
hopefully more so, than those that the programmer
might have written by hand.
By allowing the user to write sparse matrix formats and
generic programs in C++, we believe that our system will
be much easier to use. Also, by relying on an underlying
C++ compiler to perform method inlining and subsequent
optimization, we can greatly simplify the back-end portion
of our system. However, even if the system is easy to use,
people are not likely to use it if it does not generate code that
is competitive with hand-written code. Thus, performance
must always be an important goal in our implementation.
We are building our system as a source-to-source trans-
formation tool. That is, the user first runs his program
though our sparse compiler which instantiates some of the
the template definitions. The programmer uses pragmas, as
shown in Figure 1, to indicate which template definitions are
to be instantiated by the sparse compiler; the rest are left
untouched. The sparse compiler generates a transformed
C++ program to be run through the underlying C++ com-
piler which performs the remaining instantiation and usual
optimizations.
BGML In order to make this design possible, we have de-
veloped the Bernoulli Generic Matrix Library (BGML). The
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Figure 2: Compressed Formats
BGML is a library of C++ codes that serves several different
functions within our system.
First, the BGML provides an “interface” between the
user’s sparse matrix formats and the restructuring compiler.
More specifically, the user inherits from classes within the
BGML (which are described in Section 4) in order to convey
the relevant details of each sparse matrix format to the re-
structuring compiler. Put differently, the restructuring com-
piler can analyze the class hierarchy of each user-specified
sparse matrix format in order to determine its structure and
properties.
Second, the BGML gives generic programs well-defined
semantics. That is, the BGML provides methods for imple-
menting array access operations, like A(i,j) shown in Fig-
ure 1. By inheriting from the classes in the BGML the user’s
sparse matrix formats automatically provide these methods1.
Thus, the generic programs, like the one in Figure 1, can be
compiled directly by the underlying C++ compiler and exe-
cuted, even without our restructuring compiler. The restruc-
turing compiler is allowed to transform generic programs
only in ways that maintain the effects of this execution.
3 Matrix Abstraction
As mentioned earlier, there are at least forty or fifty com-
monly used compressed formats; the NIST Sparse BLAS ef-
fort [8] supports 13 of them. Figure 2 shows a sparse matrix
and three commonly used compressed formats. The simplest
format is Co-ordinate storage (COO) in which three arrays
are used to store non-zero elements and their row and col-
umn positions. The non-zeros may be ordered arbitrarily.
Co-ordinate storage does not permit indexed access to either
rows or columns of a matrix. Compressed Sparse Row stor-
age (CSR) is a commonly used format that permits indexed
access to rows but not columns. Array values is used to
store the non-zeros of the matrix row by row, while another
1In other words, the BGML specifies the low-level API and provides a
default implementation of the high-level API. The user only has to provide
implementations of the low-level API in their formats.
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Figure 3: Sparse Matrix Abstraction
array colind of the same size is used to store the column
positions of these entries. A third array rowptr has one
entry for each row of the matrix, and it stores the position
in values of the first non-zero element of each row of the
matrix. Some of the rows of the matrix may be empty.
Some sparse matrices have small dense blocks occurring
in different positions inside the matrix. It is important to
exploit these dense blocks to improve storage and computa-
tional efficiency. Figure 2 shows Block Sparse Row (BSR)
storage which can be viewed as a CSR representation in
which the non-zeros are small dense blocks rather than sin-
gle non-zero elements.
3.1 Index Structure
The grammar in Figure 3 is used to describe the index struc-
ture of a sparse matrix to our system [16]. The most im-
portant rule for specifying index structure is the Index  
(nesting) production rule. For example, a CSR matrix is de-
scribed as #$&%'

, indicating that rows must be accessed
first, and within each row, elements within columns can be
enumerated. The map (	 in 
) out
*	
rule is used to
describe linear and permutation transformations on the ma-
trix indices. The
,+-.$+ +
(perspective) rule means that the
matrix can be accessed in different ways, using either of the
index structures
,+
or
/+ +
. The
$+01$+ +
(aggregation) rule
is used to describe a matrix that is a collection of two for-
mats, such as a format in which the diagonal elements are
stored separately from the off-diagonal ones. Enumerating
the elements of such matrix requires enumerating both
+
and
$+ +
.
The

attribute ﬁﬀﬂﬀﬁﬀ2 attribute ﬃ notation describes an
index obtained from multiple co-ordinates enumerated to-
gether, as in the COO format (

#34%	ﬃ5

). On the other
hand,

attribute 6 ﬂ ﬁ 7 attribute ﬃ denotes independent
indices, as in a dense matrix (

#,1%8ﬃ5

).
Consider the Block Sparse Row (BSR) format shown in
Figure 2. Each block is accessed by a set of block indices
:92;<49ﬁ=>
 , and the scalar elements within each block are ac-
cessed by a the offset indices :? ; >? = 
 . The view of BSR can
be expressed as map (9 ;'@5ACB ? ; D#349 =*@EACB ? = D%

9 ; F9 = 

? ; G? = ﬃ5


.
Each term

is optionally annotated with the following
enumeration properties.
  Enumeration order: a description of the order in which
coordinate values could be enumerated efficiently. For
the CSR format above, # is random-access, and within
each row, % can be enumerated efficiently in increasing
order.
  Enumeration bounds: a description of the coordinate
values that actually occur in the enumeration. A lower
triangular matrix, for example, could be annotated H$I
%8I.#JI N.
4 Interfaces of the BGML
Figures 4 summarizes the BGML classes that a user must
inherit from in order to expose the structure and properties
of their sparse matrix formats to the restructuring compiler2.
Enumeration is supported through the use of iterators as in
the STL. Enumeration order and bounds could be incorpo-
rated into the program through the use of pragmas, but we
have chosen to incorporate order information into the class
hierarchy by specifying different classes for enumerations
that are unordered/increasing/decreasing etc. The bounds
on the stored indices are conveyed to the compiler using a
pragma.
4.1 Interfaces for Views
Each production in the view grammar given in Figure 3 has
an associated interface, which we have implemented in the
BGML as a small number of abstract base classes described
in Figure 4(a). The programmer conveys views of a storage
format to the sparse compiler by writing a set of classes that
inherit from the appropriate interfaces.
The term_nesting abstract class denotes an occur-
rence of the  operator within the view. This abstract class
takes two template parameters. The first specifies the im-
plementation of the iterator that can be used to enumerate
the index at this level. The second specifies the implementa-
tion of the substructure below this level. An implementation
of CSR, in which the entries within each row are stored in
order, that inherits from term_nesting is shown in Fig-
ure 5. interval_iterator and offset_iterator
are two iterator abstract classes that are described later.
An index of the form

#3>%Kﬃ5  ﬂ ﬁ is speci-
fied by inheriting from the term_nesting abstract class
and specifying that its iterator enumerates indices of type
2The interfaces discussed in this paper are, in fact, simplified versions
of the ones used in the actual implementation. The details that we have
removed are either not important or are discussed in Section 5.
Abstract class Methods
term_scalar<V> operator V()
term_nesting<I,E> I begin(), I end()
E subterm(I)
term_nesting2<I1,I2,E> I1 begin1(), I1 end1()
I2 begin2(), I2 end2()
E subterm(I1, I2)
. . .
term_map<K,E> K map(E::index_type)
E::index_type unmap(K)
E subterm()
term_aggregation2<E1,E2> E1 subterm1()
E2 subterm2()
. . .
term_perspective2<E1,E2> E1 subterm1()
E2 subterm2()
. . .
(a) Interfaces for Views
Abstract class Methods
unordered_iterator<K> K operator *()
(no ordering) void operator ++()
increasing_iterator<K>, K operator *()
decreasing_iterator<K> void operator ++(), or
(one-way ordering) void operator --()
inherits from L
ordered_iterator<K>
(bi-directional ordering)
inherits from L
offset_iterator<K> int operator -(iterator)
(ordered with distance) void operator +=(int)
void operator -=(int)
inherits from L
interval_iterator<K>
(range of keys)
(b) Interfaces for Iterators
Figure 4: BGML Interfaces Classes
pair<int,int>. This is illustrated by the implementa-
tion of Co-ordinate storage shown in Figure 6.
An index like

#)!%	ﬃ5D ﬂ ﬁ has two independent it-
erators. To specify these sorts of views, term_nesting2,
etc., abstract classes are provided which allow the imple-
mentation of each independent iterator to be specified. Fig-
ure 7 shows an implementation of dense matrices that uses
the term_nesting2 interface.
By a very simple analysis of these classes, the sparse
compiler can infer the following relationships,
coo_matrix: // <r,c> -> v
term_nesting< unordered_iterator< pair<int,int> >,
term_scalar<BASE> >
csr_matrix: // r -> c -> v
term_nesting< interval_iterator<int>,
term_nesting< offset_iterator<int>,
term_scalar<BASE> > >
dense_matrix: // <r x c> -> v
term_nesting2< interval_iterator<int>,
interval_iterator<int>,
term_scalar<BASE> >
which clearly indicate the nested structure of these formats,
and the properties of the iterators that are used at each level.
Interfaces for expressing perspective, aggregation and
map are also available.
template<class BASE>
class csr_matrix
: public term_nesting< interval_iterator<int>,
csr_row<BASE> > {
// ...
};
template<class BASE>
class csr_row
: public term_nesting< csr_row_iterator<BASE>,
term_scalar<BASE> > {
/// ...
};
template<class BASE>
class csr_row_iterator :
public offset_iterator<int> {
// ...
};
Figure 5: CSR using the BGML
template<class BASE>
class coo_matrix
: public term_nesting< coo_iterator<BASE>,
term_scalar<BASE> > {
// ...
};
template<class BASE>
class coo_iterator :
public unordered_iterator< pair<int,int> > {
// ...
};
Figure 6: COO using the BGML
// Dense matrix storage
template<class BASE>
class dense_matrix
: public term_nesting2< interval_iterator<int>,
interval_iterator<int>,
term_scalar<BASE> > {
// ...
};
Figure 7: Dense using the BGML
4.2 Interfaces for Iterators
The abstract classes for the iterators are described in Fig-
ure 4(b).
Iterators in the BGML are used for enumerating indices
only. That is, they do not provide methods for accessing the
substructures. Instead, the substructures are obtained via the
subterm method in each term_nesting class. This is
done, because whenever two independent iterators appear in
a level of the index nesting, (e.g., in the dense matrix storage
format), the matrix elements are associated with two indices
from two different iterators. Since in this case, the value is
not associated with a single iterator, it cannot be accessed via
a method in either iterator. Thus, the method for accessing
the value is placed in the term_nesting classes.
In addition to unordered_iterator,
increasing_iterator, and
decreasing_iterator iterators, we provide the
offset_iterator interface for iterators whose
positions can be randomly accessed, similar to the
random_access_iterator’s found in the STL.
The interval_iterator is a refinement of
offset_iterator, which is used to represent all
of the integer indices between a fixed lower and upper
bound.
4.3 An Example: Compressed Row Storage
In order to illustrate the use of the BGML, here we present
an extended example of its use.
The index structure of the Compressed Sparse Row stor-
age (CSR) in Figure 2 can be described as #$&%'

.
Class csr_matrix is the top-level class implementing
the CSR format. It provides access to the rows of the sparse
matrix and corresponds to the #1M ﬁ ﬁ term in the abstract
view. As the array rowptr provides random access to a
particular row in the matrix, this nesting level is described to
the compiler as interval_iterator.
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// csr_matrix //
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template<class BASE>
class csr_matrix :
public term_nesting< interval_iterator,
csr_row<BASE> >
{
public:
int * rowptr;
int * colind;
BASE * values;
template<class A_CLASS>
// Constructors & destructors
csr_matrix(const proto_term<
typename A_CLASS::traits_type,
A_CLASS> &A)
: own_storage_p(true) { ... }
csr_matrix() { }
// ...
// Implementation of the term_nesting< ... >
// interface
iterator_type v_tn_begin() const
{ return interval_iterator(0); }
iterator_type v_tn_end() const
{ return interval_iterator(rows()); }
subterm_type v_tn_subterm(iterator_type it) {
int i = *it;
int jj_lb = rowptr[i], jj_ub = rowptr[i+1];
return csr_row<BASE>(
columns(), colind, values, jj_lb, jj_ub);
}
};
The classes csr_row and csr_row_iterator pro-
vide access to the non-zero elements within a row of the CSR
matrix. They implement the %'

part of the abstract view.
The offset_iterator tells the compiler that elements
within a row are sorted.
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// csr_row //
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template<class BASE>
class csr_row
: public term_nesting<
csr_row_iterator<BASE>,
term_scalar<BASE> >
{
public:
int * indices;
BASE * storage;
int lb; int ub; // ub is not inclusive.
// Constructors & destructors
template<class V_CLASS>
csr_row(const proto_term<
typename V_CLASS::traits_type,
V_CLASS> &v)
: own_storage_p(true) { ... }
csr_row() { ... }
// ...
// Implementation of the term_nesting< ... > interface
iterator_type v_tn_begin() const
{ return csr_row_iterator<BASE>(
indices, storage, lb); }
iterator_type v_tn_end() const
{ return csr_row_iterator<BASE>(
indices, storage, ub); }
subterm_type v_tn_subterm(iterator_type it) {
return storage[it.jj]; }
};
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// csr_row_iterator //
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template<class BASE>
class csr_row_iterator :
public offset_iterator<int>
{
protected:
int * indices; BASE * storage;
int jj;
public:
csr_row_iterator(int *indices = 0,
BASE *storage = 0, int jj = -1)
: indices(indices), storage(storage), jj(jj)
{ }
// Implementation of the offset_iterator interface.
const key_type v_deref() const
{ return indices[jj]; }
bool v_equal(const csr_row_iterator<BASE> &y)
const
{ return jj == y.jj; }
void v_set(const csr_row_iterator<BASE> &y)
{ jj = y.jj; }
int v_distance(const csr_row_iterator<BASE> &y)
{ return jj - y.jj; }
void v_incr_delta(int d) { jj += d; }
void v_decr_delta(int d) { jj -= d; }
};
After instantiating the generic matrix-vector multiplica-
tion program shown in Figure 1 for the CSR format, our
compiler produces the C++ code shown below.
template <>
void mvm(csr_matrix<double> &A, double x[], double y[])
{
for (int i = 0; i < A.rows(); i++)
y[i] = 0.0;
for (interval_iterator it_r = A.begin();
it_r != A.end(); it_r++) {
int r = *it_r;
csr_row<double> Ar = A.subterm(it_r);
for (crs_row_iterator<double>
it_c = Ar.begin();
it_c != Ar.end(); it_c++) {
int c = *it_c;
double v = Ar.subterm(it_c);
y[r] += v * x[c];
}
}
}
5 Template Instantiation and Performance
5.1 Implementing for Performance
When we started implementing our generic programming
system, we did so in the safest and most straightforward way.
This implementation performed abysmally. Several aspects
of this implementation that turned out to be pivotal to its per-
formance are discussed below.
Virtual Methods The first is the use of abstract base
classes. It is standard practice [25] when programming in
C++ to define base classes which contain unimplemented
virtual methods. These so-called abstract base classes serve
as interfaces in the sense that any class that inherits from
them is required to implement all of the virtual methods.
Unfortunately, virtual method invocations are generally very
expensive. Not only is the overhead of invoking a virtual
method high, but the mere presence of a call to a virtual
method usually prevents method inlining and subsequent op-
timization.
// Abstract base class
class BASE {
virtual int mthd1() = 0;
virtual int mthd2() = 0;
};
// Class to implement BASE interface
class DERIVED : public BASE {
virtual int mthd1() { ... }
virtual int mthd2() { ... }
};
void foo (BASE &x, DERIVED &y) {
// neither of these calls can be resolved without
// knowing the actual type of x and y.
... x.mthd1() ...
... y.mthd2() ...
}
This problem is discussed in some detail by Veld-
huizen [29]. In our new implementation, we chose to use
what Veldhuizen calls the “Barton and Nackman trick”. In
this case, the derived class appears as a template argument
to the abstract base class. Then, instead of using virtual
method dispatch, the “virtual” methods in the base class cast
the this pointer to the derived class, and then invoke the
appropriate methods directly from the derived class.
// Abstract base class
template<class C>
class BASE {
int mthd1()
{ return static_cast<C&>(*this).mthd1_body(); }
int mthd2()
{ return static_cast<C&>(*this).mthd2_body(); }
};
// Class to implement BASE interface
class DERIVED : public BASE<DERIVED> {
int mthd1_body() { ... }
int mthd2_body() { ... }
};
template<class C>
void foo (BASE<C> &x, DERIVED &y) {
// both of these methods can be statically
// resolved and then inlined.
... x.mthd1() ...
... y.mthd2() ...
}
The restrict keyword The potential for aliasing be-
tween pointers severely restricts many optimizations that
can be performed in all but the most trivial C++ programs.
In ANSI/ISO C [10], the keyword restrict was intro-
duced to address this problem. When restrict is used
to qualify a pointer or reference, it roughly means that “no
other pointer or reference points to the same memory as this
pointer or reference”. In other words, nothing can alias a
restrict’ed pointer.
Even though it is not part of the C++ standard, we use
the restrict throughout our new implementation. If a
compiler does not support this keyword, then we ensure that
it is defined to a macro that expands to an empty string.
Runtime decision trees The third aspect important to
performance, was the use of “decision tree” style code to
control the behavior of the algorithm. The matrix-times-
matrix operation in the NIST Sparse BLAS library computes
NPORQ
@TSU@TAVBWX@
N
. There are several details that the
user must specify in order to control the behavior of the basic
algorithm,
  whether or not
S
or
S8Y
is to be used.
  whether the matrices are indexed with 0 (for C/C++) or
1 (for Fortran).
In addition, there are several properties that can be exploited
by the algorithm to improve performance,
  If
Q[Z
H , then scaling by
Q
is a nop, which can be
optimized away.
  If
A
and
N
are matrices, then a loop is required to visit
the elements within their rows. If
A
and
N
are vectors,
then a single array access may be used for each “row”.
  There are additional properties having to do with sym-
metry and structure that can also be exploited.
When we first wrote the matrix-times-matrix routine, we
used a sequence of conditionals “decision tree” in order to
identify the particular scenario at hand.
void mm(..., double alpha, int offset, ...) {
if (alpha == 0.)
if (offset == 0)
// alpha == 0. && offset == 0 && ...
else
// alpha == 0. && offset == 1 && ...
else if (alpha == 1.)
if (offset == 0)
// alpha == 1. && offset == 0 && ...
else
// alpha == 1. && offset == 1 && ...
else
// only handle 0. and 1. for this example
assert(false);
}
As the number of decisions that we wanted to make in-
creased, the code increased exponentially. The code quickly
became difficult to write and maintain. This led us to keep
the number of decisions small, which resulted in more gen-
eral code that was specialized for fewer cases.
In the new implementation, we used templated functions
to make the amount of code that we had to write linear in the
number of decisions. We did this by first introducing some
auxiliary classes that, in effect, encoded constants, such as 0
and 1, as types.
template<class BASE>
class spblas_num {
private:
BASE x;
public:
spblas_num(BASE x) : x(x) { }
operator BASE() const { return x; }
};
template<class BASE>
class spblas_zero : public spblas_num<BASE> {
public:
spblas_zero() : spblas_num<BASE>(0) { }
operator BASE() const { return 0; }
};
template<class BASE>
class spblas_one : public spblas_num<BASE> {
public:
spblas_one() : spblas_num<BASE>(1) { }
operator BASE() const { return 1; }
};
Then, we broke our code into a sequence of small proce-
dures, where exactly one decision was made in each proce-
dure. In each procedure, conditionals such as “alpha ==
0.” result in a value of type “spblas_zero<double>”
being passed as alpha to the next procedure.
void mm(..., double alpha, int offset, ...) {
if (alpha == 0.)
mm1(..., spblas_zero<double>(), offset, ...)
else if (alpha == 1.)
mm1(..., spblas_one<double>(), offset, ...)
else
// only handle 0. and 1. for this example
assert(false);
}
template<class ALPHA>
void mm1(..., ALPHA alpha, int offset, ...)
{
if (offset == 0)
mm2(..., alpha, spblas_zero<int>(), ...)
// alpha == ?? && offset == 0 && ...
else
mm2(..., alpha, spblas_one<int>(), ...)
// alpha == ?? && offset == 1 && ...
}
template<class ALPHA, class OFFSET>
void mm2(..., ALPHA alpha, OFFSET offset, ...)
{
// just use ‘alpha’ and ‘offset’
}
When this code is compiled, four instances of mm2 are
instantiated. In each of these cases, the constant values of
alpha and offset are available once method inlining is
performed. The end result is that we can handle as many
cases as we want while only having to write a linear amount
of code.
5.2 Existing C++ compilers
We were not terribly happy with the C++ compilers that we
used to compile our codes. In many cases, the compiler’s
conformance to the C++ standard was questionable. The
Microsoft Visual C++ compiler (6.0 sp3) [6], for instance,
does not correctly scope identifiers declared in the initializer
of for statements (there is a trick to get around this), nor
does it allow static members to be initialized inside of tem-
plate classes (there is no such trick in this case). Even G++
2.95.2, the latest version of the GNU C++ compiler [26],
comes with a version of the Standard C++ libraries that does
not interact well with the use of namespace constructs in
the user’s code.
Even when we could get our code to compile, we found
that its performance was usually poor. Many of the com-
pilers that we tested appear not to perform all of the inlin-
ing and optimization necessary to obtain the level of perfor-
mance that a programmer would obtain by writing the code
directly in C. It was not uncommon to observe a slowdown
of a factor of 3 to 5 in the compiled C++ code. In some cases
we even observed a slowdown of 70!
The notable exception to this was Kuck and Associates
KCC compiler [14]. Not only did this compiler adhere
closely to the standard, but it produced the most efficient
code of all of the compilers that we tested.
5.3 Performance
The following table shows the performance of the code
from our system compiled using various C++ compilers.
The row labeled “g++” refers to GNU g++ 2.95.2, and the
row labeled “KCC” refers to KAI KCC 3.4f. The col-
umn labeled “BGML” shows the performance of our C++ in
megaflops and the column labeled “NIST” shows the perfor-
mance of equivalent code taken from the NIST C SPBLAS
library [19]. Both codes were compiled using the same com-
piler at the same level of optimization. All codes were run
on a 300MHz Pentium II running Redhat Linux 6.1.
BGML NIST ratio
g++ 9.87 32.19 0.31
KCC 29.64 31.25 0.95
Figure 8: Performance of C++ vs. handwritten C
We are encouraged to see that the KCC compiler was able
to get within 5% of the handwritten code. This indicates to
us that our approach and implementation are reasonable and
efficient, and that the other compilers have alot of work to
do in order to catch up with KCC.
6 Related Work
Generic programming Our work is in the spirit of
generic programming which is “the idea of abstracting from
concrete, efficient algorithms to obtain generic algorithms
that can be combined with different data representations to
produce a wide variety of useful software” [17]. An impor-
tant difference from existing generic programming systems
is that in our system, the API used in writing generic algo-
rithms is different from the API that is supported by the im-
plementors of compressed formats. Supporting dual API’s
effectively requires advanced restructuring compiler tech-
nology and can be viewed as a sophisticated form of tem-
plate instantiation.
Other researchers have recognized that the level of ab-
straction of programs can be raised by combining generic
programming with more sophisticated compiler technology
than is usually available for template instantiation. Our work
is close in spirit to that of Batory and co-workers [22, 23]
who have used similar ideas in designing the DiSTiL sys-
tem, a software generator for container data structures. DiS-
TiL is a declarative language that extends C with constructs
for specifying complex data structures declaratively. Data
structures are specified by type equations that permit com-
position of DiSTiL components. When a DiSTiL program is
compiled, these declarative specifications are replaced with
efficient C implementations by the DiSTiL compiler. DiS-
TiL’s goal is to support standard data structures, not sparse
matrices, and no restructuring of code is done during the
compilation process.
Aspect-oriented programming The Programmer API
presents a simple view of compressed formats that permits
programmers to write generic code, but it does not by itself
permit the compiler to generate efficient code. the Com-
piler API conveys additional information about compressed
formats to the compiler in order to permit it to generate
more efficient code. These additional properties cross-cut
the get/set abstractions of the basic API, and are aspects
in the terminology of Kiczales [12].
Kiczales and others have designed aspect-oriented ex-
tensions to Java [15] to permit the expression of such as-
pects in Java classes in a modular fashion, using compiler
technology to exploit aspects for generating efficient code.
The key advantage is that resulting programs are simpler to
read and maintain because algorithms and aspects are coded
separately, and the algorithm is not cluttered with what are
essentially implementation details. There are ongoing ef-
forts to write sparse matrix factorization codes using these
ideas [11, 18]; however, they do not provide an API for sup-
porting user-defined data structures.
Restructuring compilers Traditionally, restructuring
compiler technology has been used to restructure dense ma-
trix programs to enhance parallelism or locality of reference,
but it cannot be used directly to restructure sparse matrix
programs. This is because program analysis techniques are
based on integer linear programming, and can be used only
if all array subscripts are affine functions of loop index vari-
ables. Such subscripts are common in dense matrix pro-
grams in which arrays are accessed by row, column or diag-
onals, but are the exception in sparse matrix programs since
sparse arrays are accessed through indirection arrays.
Bik and Wijshoff at Leiden University were the first to
apply restructuring compiler technology to synthesize sparse
matrix programs from dense matrix programs [5]. Initially
their compiler had knowledge of a small number of formats
built into it. The formats they considered can be called Com-
pressed Hyperplane Storage (CHS) formats since they are
obtained by doing a basis transformation on the dense array
index space and then compressing out the non-zeros along
one or more dimensions. CSR and CSC are therefore special
cases of CHS formats. Their compiler analyzed and restruc-
tured the input code to match a CHS format, and generated
sparse code for that format. More recently, they have devel-
oped nonzero structure analysis that supports wider variety
of sparse matrix formats [4].
Sparse matrix libraries A number of projects in
the numerical analysis community have exploited generic
programming to support sparse matrix computations.
PETSc [3] is a successful library from Argonne which has
a large collection of iterative solvers. These solvers must be
linked with user-supplied BLAS that must be written for the
particular sparse format of interest. The BLAS are invoked
directly by PETSc code, so no special compiler support is
needed for PETSc. In contrast, our system permits even the
BLAS to be written in a generic, data-structure-neutral fash-
ion, although at the cost of requiring aggressive restructuring
compiler technology for generating efficient code.
POOMA [7] and Blitz++ [28] are two more recent pack-
ages for matrix computations. The API for both packages
is essentially the Programmer API described in this paper.
A rich set of C++ templates are provided in both packages,
with which a programmer can assemble matrix implementa-
tions and produce matrix programs. Some optimizations can
be performed by the compiler by relying on Template Ex-
pressions [27], but the range of such optimizations is limited,
and they can be cumbersome to use. In particular, program-
mers must provide their own implementations of operations
like MVM or triangular solve.
The MTL [21] is another C++ matrix library in which
matrices are viewed as containers of containers. This idea is
analogous to indexed sequential access, but not as rich as the
structures that we discuss in this paper. Also, MTL does not
have high- and low-level API’s, as we do.
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